2017 Stock Rear-Wheel Drive Demolition Derby
EACH DRIVER & MECHANIC HAS AN OBLIGATION TO READ THESE RULES.
THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING RULES!

EVERYONE PAYS AT GATE – EVEN DRIVER

Rear Wheel Entry fee $30
SHOW DATE:
LOCATION:
ENTRY FEE: $30.00- MUST ACCOMPANY ENTRY FORM
Rules have changed-please read rules, Keep the build simple!!!!!
Pay out TBA
Any Questions please contact Paul Marcath 586-855-2554 no calls after 9pm, leave a message, email
Paulzl600@yahoo.com

DRIVER RULES: ALL WORK MUST BE DONE BEFORE ENTERING THE PITS!!
1. Entry fee is $30.00, entry includes the car, driver, and one pit person. EVERYONE PAYS AT THE GATE!
Officials reserve the right to reject or accept any and all registrations. NO one under the age of 16 will be allowed
in the pits.
2. Only drivers and pit persons who sign a release form will be permitted in pit area.
3. Any driver/pit crew not obeying the rules will be disqualified. The driver is responsible for the actions of
his/her pit crew in all respects. Unsportsmanlike conduct will result in disqualification.
4. Driver must wear long sleeve shirt, long pants and closed toe shoes. Safety belts and Z -90 approved full face
helmets, with chinstrap and eye protection are required. Recommendations: Fire suit, neck collar and safety
harnesses.
5. ABSOLUTELY NO ALCOHOL OR DRUGS ON FAIRGROUDS. Anyone under the influence of intoxicating
beverages or drugs prior to or during the race disqualifies the car and crew of the offending party.
6. NO hot rodding in pit area, NO passengers riding on vehicle.
7. All cars must be removed from the fairgrounds the day of the event. (NO EXCEPTIONS)
8. The fair will not be held responsible for personal property at any time.
9. At any time during the event if any official rules a car unsafe it will be disqualified.
10. If a vehicle is found illegal there will be no refund of the entry fee or pit passes.
11. Drivers must attend the drivers meeting held approximately ½ hour before race time.
12. All injuries must be reported before you leave the track area.
13. No protest of any kind about any car after the drivers meeting has taken place.

General Stock means stock, if it is not stock it is not legal.
 Car must be from 1980, to 2002
 No trucks, or vans. Station wagons are ok
 No welding allowed
 Seat belts and full face helmets meeting dot and or z90 approval are mandatory
 All glass or plastic on the outside of the car must be removed.
 Air bags must be removed
 Official calls are final, no harassment will be tolerated and can lead to disqualification, and
suspension.
 No laying low or sand bagging, it’s a derby hit someone.
 Do not hit in the driver’s door if officials feel it was an intentional hit you will be black flagged.
 A fire suit is recommended.
Tires
DOT approved, stock tires only, no mud or all terrain tires. No oversized tires.
Body














Drivetrain










Hood, trunk lid and doors must be chained or wired shut, number 9 wire with a
max of 3 strands per hole. In both chain or wire must only be done at a max of 4
places pre door, trunk lid, or hood.
Hood needs to have a 12” hole cut in the center for safety.
Trunk and cab must be clean and free of carpet, and glass.
No bracing allowed on the front and rear bumpers
Bumpers must be chained and wired to secure location on the body.
Front windshield may be left in. All other glass must be removed.
Drivers door protection must be bolted in place and may only extend
8inches past the front and rear of the door
You may add a seat bar behind the drivers seat, it must be attached B post to B
post. It is not to exceed 2x2 tube, and use mounting plates 3/8” thick 6x6 plate
at each end of the bar. Bar must be bolted in with no more than 4, 1/2” bolts
with 1” store bought washers at each end.
Drivers door protection can be built into to the seat bar forming Forming a T,
drivers side mount, protection should not go no more than 6” past A post or B
post of vehicle. Mounting should not exceed 8, ½” bolts 1’ store bought
washers.
All cars should have min 12”x12” number sign on the roof of the car that is
easily read with contrasting colors.

Battery may remain in stock location or be relocated in drivers compartment but
must be covered with a rubber mat.
Radiator must remain in the stock location
All other coolers must remain in engine compartment
Stock ride height required, do not raise or lower car
Stock engine, transmission, axle, and suspension must be used, it must have
what it left the factory with.
A/c refrigerant must be emptied prior to showing up at the track.
You may move shifter from steering column to the floor.
Contestants will be allowed to weld rear axle gears, must still use stock axle.

Fuel system






If the fuel tank is located in front of the rear axle, the tank does not have to be
removed. It also must not have more than 6 gallons of gas in it. Two additional straps
must be added with minimum of 2" wide, or you may add a skid plate bolted to the body
of the car.
If the fuel tank is behind the rear axle it must be removed and replaced with a marine,
or fuel cell securely mounted bolted or strapped behind the driver's seat. Tank must be
covered with rubber mat.
Any car with an electrical fuel pump must have a fuel pump shut off switch
mounted on the A-pillar of the driver's side.

Frame



No trailer hitches. They must be removed

Bumpers



Front and rear bumpers may be remounted onto 6"x10"x1/4" plates 2 per bumper,
Plate must be bolted to bumper not to exceed four 3/8 bolts with max 1" x 3/16" in
diameter washers. Plates must be bolted to bumper mounts not to exceed 4, 3/8" bolts
with 1"x3/16" washers
Bumper shocks may be collapsed
Bumper are allowed to be wired or chained back.
If you chain you must not exceed link larger than 5/16" with one wrap around the
bumper to mount exceed not to exceed 12" behind bumper. 2 chains per bumper, chain
maybe bolted together.
If you wire you bumpers back you are only allowed to use 3 wraps of #9 wire in 2
locations per bumper not to exceed 12" behind the bumper






Van demo
Fuel system



If the fuel tank is located in front of the rear axle, the tank does not have to be removed.
It also must not have more than 6 gallons of gas in it. Two additional straps must be
added with minimum of 2" wide, or you may add a skid plate bolted to the body of the
car.



If the fuel tank is behind the rear axle it must be removed and replaced with a marine, or
fuel cell securely mounted bolted or strapped behind the driver's seat. Tank must be
covered with rubber mat.



Any car with an electrical fuel pump must have a fuel pump shut off switch
mounted on the A-pillar of the driver's side.

